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The orientation of a solute probe in a binary mixture often exhibitsmultiple relaxation times at the
samesolvent viscosity but different compositions@Beddardet al., Nature ~London! 294, 145
~1981!#. In order to understand this interesting observation, we have carried out (NPT) molecular
dynamics simulation study of rotation of prolate ellipsoids in binary mixtures. The simulations show
that for a broad range of model parameters the experimental behavior can be reproduced. The plot
of orientational relaxation time versus the solvent viscosity, the latter changed by varying the
composition, shows a nonmonotonic viscosity dependence. The nature of the plot is found to depend
on the system parameters, especially on the solute–solvent interactions. A mode coupling theoretical
analysis of this complex dependence of the rotational relaxation timetR on the binary viscosityh
is presented. The theory can qualitatively explain the origin of the multiple relaxation time at the
same viscosity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multicomponent systems are ubiquitous in natu
Among them, the binary mixtures are particularly relevant
solution chemistry since the properties of the solvent can
tuned by varying the composition. This is why the propert
of binary mixtures are intensely investigated both expe
mentally and theoretically. Although the static and dynami
properties of many mixtures are well characterized, a gen
theoretical framework especially to understand the dyna
cal properties is still lacking.

While the elegant theory of Buff and Kirkwood can b
used to explain many aspects of static properties,1 such a
theory is not available for the dynamical properties. This
somewhat surprising given the fact that the dynamical pr
erties in a binary mixture show exotic features which po
interesting challenges to theoreticians. Among them, the
trema observed in the composition dependence of ex
viscosity2 and the anomalous viscosity dependence of
orientational relaxation time3,4 are certainly the most impor
tant ones. Although the nonideality in the compositi
dependence of the viscosity has been addressed rece5

the anomalous behavior of the orientational dynamics is
to be explained from theoretical or computer simulati
studies.

In a binary mixture there exist three different potent
interactions, two length scales, and two different masse
combination of all these different parameters gives rise
several microscopic time scales in the system. Thus,
equilibrium and dynamical properties in these systems
considerably different from those of one-component flui
In fact, very little understanding of a binary mixture can
obtained by studying a one-component system. In particu
the orientational relaxation of a solute in a binary mixtu
poses interesting questions which cannot be addressed b
study of a one-component solvent.

a!Electronic mail: bbagchi@sscu.iisc.ernet.in
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Conventionally the rotational diffusion (DR) for a
spherical rotor is given by the well-known Debye–Stoke
Einstein~DSE! relation

DR5
kBT

CRhvs

, ~1!

wherekBT is the Boltzmann constant times the temperat
(T), h is the viscosity of the liquid medium,vs is the spe-
cific volume of the molecule, andCR is a constant which is
equal to 3 in DSE theory but often left as a fitting parame
According to the slip boundary condition, for a spheric
rotor CR50, which seems unrealistic. This paradoxical res
was resolved by Hu and Zwanzig,6 who have shown that a
reasonable value forDR is obtained if the solute is approxi
mated by a spheroid.

Experimentally one usually measures the orientatio
time correlation function,Cl(t) ( l is the rank of the spherica
harmonic coefficients!. Now, if the Debye rotational diffu-
sion model is assumed, then the relaxation time (t lR) is
given by

t lR5@ l ~ l 11!DR#21. ~2!

Although some experimental results can be explain
using the DSE relation, there are many which show deviat
from the DSE behavior. Beddardet al.3,4 have used the pico
second fluorescence depolarization technique to study the
tational relaxation time of dye cresyl violet in alcohol–wat
mixture by varying the alcohol composition. They have r
ported different rotational relaxation times in solutions at t
same viscosity but different compositions. They have a
mentioned that this effect depends on the specific inte
tions.

Although the role of specific interaction in the orient
tional dynamics has often been discussed and the effect
been included in the DSE relation by changing the bound
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condition,7,8 a detailed study of the rotational dynamics in
binary mixture has not been carried out yet to the best of
knowledge.

In the work reported here, extensive MD simulatio
@constant pressure (P), temperature (T), and total number of
molecules (N)9,10# of isolated prolate ellipsoids have bee
carried out in several binary mixtures. The primary goal
this study is to understand the anomalous viscosity dep
dence of the orientational relaxation time (t2R). From our
study of several systems we propose a set of model sys
where the orientational relaxation time of the ellipsoid
found to be different in the solution at the same viscosity
different compositions. When plotted against viscosity~by
varying the composition!, the orientational relaxation time
shows a re-entrance. In a binary mixture the viscosity itse
known to have a nonideal composition dependence.2,5 But, it
is found that this nonideality in viscosity alone cannot e
plain this re-entrance oft2R . The nature of the re-entrance
found to depend on the system parameters, especially on
specific interaction of the solute with the solvents. If t
solute has different interactions with the two species~present
in a binary mixture!, then the macroscopic properties~for
example the viscosity! of the solvent are not the unique d
terminant of the solute dynamics. A plot of the rotation
relaxation time against the solvent viscosity for a syst
which shows a typical re-entrant behavior is given in Fig.

The results obtained from the simulations are explain
from a mode coupling theoretical analysis. It is been sho
that, unlike in one-component system, the inverse prop
tionality of the rotational diffusion of a solute and the solve
viscosity~as given by the DSE! is absent in a binary mixture
This is because in a binary mixture the expressions of b
the rotational diffusion and viscosity are quite complex a
involve different time and length scales.

The organization of the rest of the article is as follow
In the next section we discuss the simulation details

FIG. 1. The reduced orientational relaxation time,t2R* , plotted against the
reduced viscosity of the binary mixture,h* , is shown by the filled circles.
t2R shows a re-entrance. The solid line is a guide to the eye. The com
tions of the A particles are 0.04, 0.08, 0.15, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0, w
the direction of the arrows shows the increasing composition of A partic
The study is performed atT* 51.0 and P* 51.0, for model II. t2R*
5t2RA(eBB /mAsA

2) andh* 5hsA
2/AmAeBB.
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present the potentials and the systems used in this stud
Sec. III the simulation results and discussions are presen
The mode coupling theoretical analysis is given in Sec.
The article concludes with a few remarks in Sec V.

II. SYSTEMS AND SIMULATION DETAILS

A series of molecular dynamics simulations@constant
pressure (P), temperature (T), and constant total number o
particles (N)] of isolated prolate ellipsoids in binary mix
tures has been carried out. Pressure is kept constan
Andersen’s piston method,9 while in the case of temperatur
a damped oscillator method has been adopted which ke
temperature constant at each and every step.10 The piston
mass involved here is 0.0027(mA /sA

4), which is regarded as
optimum.10,11

In the binary mixture let us denote the two species
‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B.’’ The composition ( x) of the binary mixture is
varied, where composition of A and B particles is denoted
xA and xB , respectively. The total number of molecules
the system is 504, where there are 4 ellipsoids which
placed far from each other and 500 solvents which inclu
both A and B types of molecules.

The interaction between the particles is modeled by d
ferent potentials. The interaction between the spheres in
binary mixture is given by the Lennard-Jones potential~LJ!

Ui j 54e i j F S s i j

r
D 12

2S s i j

r
D 6G , ~3!

where ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘ j’’ denotes two different particles which ca
both be A or both B or one A and the other B.

The interaction between two ellipsoids with arbitra
orientations is assumed to be given by the Gay–Berne~GB!
potential12

UGB54e~ r̂ ,û1 ,û2!F S 1

r 2s~ r̂ ,û1 ,û2!11
D 12

2S 1

r 2s~ r̂ ,û1 ,û2!11
D 6G , ~4!

whereû1 û2 are the axial vectors of the ellipsoids 1 and 2r̂
is the vector along the intermolecular vectorr 5r 22r 1 ,
where r 1 and r 2 denote the centers of mass of ellipsoids
and 2, respectively.s( r̂ ,û1 ,û2) and e( r̂ ,û1 ,û2) are the
orientation-dependent range and strength parameters, re
tively. s and e depend on the aspect ratiok. Finally, the
interaction between a sphere and an ellipsoid is accou
for by a modified GB–LJ potential given below13,14

UEi54eEiF S s~u!Ei

r
D 12

2S s~u!Ei

r
D 6G , ~5!

where ‘‘E’’ denotes the ellipsoids and ‘‘i’’ can be A or B.

s~u!Ei5
~b/21Ri !

A12X2 cos2 u
, ~6!

si-
re
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whereu is the angle between the major axis of the ellipso
and the vector joining the centers of the sphere and the
lipsoid.

Ri5s i /2, ~7!

X5Aā22b2/4

ā21Ri
2

, ~8!

and

ā5A~b21Ri
2!S L/21Ri

b/21Ri
D 2

2Ri
2, ~9!

whereL is the major axis of the ellipsoid andb is the minor
axis of the ellipsoid.

All the quantities in the simulation were scaled to app
priate units, the density bysA

23 , the temperature byeBB /kB ,
and the time byA(mAsA

2/eBB)—the scaled quantities ar
denoted byr* , T* , andt* , respectively.

In this article, simulations of three different systems,
ferred to as model I, model II, and model III are reporte
The models differ in the values of the mass, size, and spe
interactions of A, B, and E. The specific values for the mo
els are presented in Table I. All the simulations were carr
out atP* 51.0 andT* 51.0, where the pressure is scaled
(eBB /sA

3).
The time stepDt used to simulate model I is 0.001 an

that for models II and III is 0.0005. The system was equ
brated for 1.53105 time steps and after that the averag
were obtained over another 23105 time steps. In each cas
we ran at least five independent simulations and took
averages.

To study the orientational correlation time,t lR , we have
calculated the single particle orientational correlation fu
tion, defined by

Cl
s~ t !5

^Pl~ ûi~0!ûi~ t !!&

^Pl~ ûi~0!ûi~0!!&
, ~10!

for l 52. Pl is the lth-order Legendre polynomial.t2R is
obtained by integrating overC2

s(t).

TABLE I. The reduced mass, size, and interaction energies for solve
and B and also for the ellipsoid E for models I, II, and III. The mass
scaled bymA , size bysA , and interaction energy parameter byeBB .

Parameters Model I Model II Model III

sA 1.0 1.0 1.0
sB 1.0 0.66 0.66
eAA 0.5 0.7 0.7
eBB 1.0 1.0 1.0
eAB 1.5 1.5 1.5
mA 1.0 1.0 1.0
mB 1.0 0.33 0.33
L 2.0 2.0 3.0
a 1.0 1.0 1.0
eEA 1.2 1.4 1.3
eEB 1.0 0.3 0.6
mE 1.0 1.0 1.0
l-

-

-
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-
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The viscosity is calculated from the simulations usi
the microscopic expression for the time-dependent shear
cosity, which is formulated in terms of stress autocorrelat
function and is given by15,16

h~ t !5~VkBT!21^sxz~0!sxz~ t !&, ~11!

wheresxz is the off-diagonal element of the stress tensor

sxz5(
j 51

N

@~pj
xpj

z/mj !1F j
zxj #. ~12!

Here,F j
z is thez component of the force acting on thejth

particle and the corresponding position of thejth particle is
xj . pj

z is thez component of the momentum of thejth par-
ticle and mj is its mass. The summationj includes all the
solvents. The viscosity is scaled byAmAeBB/sA

2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section we will present the simulation results a
discuss their interpretations.

A. Re-entrance of orientational correlation time

The re-entrance behavior is shown in Fig. 1. Here,
rotational relaxation time is plotted against the viscosity
varying the composition. The system in this study is d
scribed by model II~see Table I!. The maximum of viscosity
is obtained at compositionxA50.4, where its value is 2.66
times the value atxA50.0. The rotational relaxation time
varies by a factor of 1.5. The essence of re-entrance is ni
captured in Fig. 1.

Note that although Fig. 1 has the same qualitative feat
as the experimental plot,3 there exists some differences in th
details. These details of the plot are sensitive to the inte
tion parameters, in agreement with the observations of B
dardet al.3

B. Sensitivity of re-entrance to mass, size, and
specific interactions

To understand the role of specific solute–solvent int
actions in this anomalous behavior oft2R , we have per-
formed a study by keeping the mass and the size of the
species in the binary mixture the same. The mass of
ellipsoid is also kept the same and its minor axis is k
equal to the radius of the spheres~model I!. The results ob-
tained for this system are plotted in Fig. 2. It is clear from t
figure that this model, too, can exhibit the re-entrant behav
of the orientational relaxation time when plotted against s
vent viscosity. Although the mass and the size do change
values of thet2R andh, and thus the details of the plot, th
specific interactions of the ellipsoids with the solvents A a
B play the key role in this anomalous behavior oft2R . In
this system the maximum of viscosity is obtained at com
sition xA50.2, where its value is 1.67 times that atxA50.
The orientational relaxation time varies by a factor of 1.2
The composition in this plot is varied from 0–0.6.

In Fig. 3 we plot the orientational relaxation time again
the viscosity for an ellipsoid with aspect ratio,k53 ~model
III !. Here, the binary mixture is the same as in model II. T
plot shows a sharp re-entrance. This can be attributed to

A
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different reasons. First, the difference in interactions of
ellipsoid with molecules A and B is less than that in model
Second, for a larger ellipsoid the time scale of rotation
comparable to that of the dynamics of the solvent. Thus
probes a more average solvent dynamics.

C. Can nonideality in viscosity alone explain the re-
entrance?

In Fig. 4 we plot the simulated viscosity against t
composition. The viscosity shows a nonideal behavior. T
ideal behavior is given by the dotted line. This nonideality
the composition dependence of the viscosity has been
cussed at length by Srinivaset al.5

We next investigate whether the nonideality in viscos
alone can reproduce the observed anomalous behavior o
orientational relaxation time. In Fig. 5 we have shown t
ratio of t2R(xA)/t2R(xA50.04) against the ratio

FIG. 2. The reduced orientational relaxation time,t2R* , plotted against the
reduced viscosity of the binary mixture,h* , is shown by the filled circles.
t2R shows a re-entrance. The solid line is a guide to the eye. The com
tions of the A particles are 0, 0.08, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, where the directio
the arrows shows the increasing composition of A particles. The stud
performed atT* 51.0 andP* 51.0, for model I.t2R* 5t2RA(eBB /mAsA

2)
andh* 5hsA

2/AmAeBB.

FIG. 3. The reduced orientational relaxation time,t2R* , plotted against the
reduced viscosity of the binary mixture,h* , is shown by the filled circles.
t2R shows a sharp re-entrance. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
compositions of the A particles are 0, 0.04, 0.15, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and
where the direction of the arrows shows the increasing composition o
particles. The study is performed atT* 51.0 andP* 51.0, for model III.
t2R* 5t2RA(eBB /mAsA

2) andh* 5hsA
2/AmAeBB.
e
.
s
it

e
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the

h(xA)/h(xA50.04). The dashed line is the result obtain
from the DSE relation wheret2R is calculated from Eq.~1!
and Eq.~2! by using the viscosities plotted in Fig. 4. Fro
this figure it is obvious thatthe nonideality in viscosity in a
binary mixture cannot alone explain the re-entrance.

The study here shows that, in a system where the so
interacts with the two different species in a binary mixture
a different manner, the rotational relaxation of the solute w
depend more on the composition than on the viscosity of
binary mixture. Thus, the re-entrant type behavior is stron
dependent on the interactions of the solute with the two
ferent species in the solvent.

si-
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he
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A

FIG. 4. The composition dependence of the reduced viscosity is show
the filled circles. The solid line is a guide to the eye. The dashed line sh
the ideal behavior of viscosity in a binary mixture. The study is performed
T* 51.0 andP* 51.0, for model II.h* 5hsA

2/AmAeBB.

FIG. 5. The ratiot2R(xA)/t2R(xA50.04) against the ratioh(xA)/h(xA

50.04) is shown by the filled circle. The solid line is a guide to the eye. T
dashed line shows the plot of the same, but heret2R(xA) is calculated from
Eqs.~1! and~2! of the text using the simulated viscosities. The compositio
of the solvent are the same as in Fig. 1 and the direction of the arrows sh
the increasing composition of A particles. The study is performed atT*
51.0 andP* 51.0, for model II.
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IV. MODE COUPLING THEORY ANALYSIS
OF THE NONHYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

The inverse proportionality between orientational diff
sion of a tagged particle and the liquid viscosity can be
tionalized either from Navier–Stokes hydrodynamics
from microscopic mode-coupling theory. The former pr
scription does not change in going from single componen
binary mixture and thus fails to account for the multip
values of the rotational correlation time at a fixed viscos
The mode coupling theory~MCT!, on the other hand, sug
gests a completely different scenario and is more in ag
ment with the results observed in present simulations.
though quantitative calculation of the correlation time of
ellipsoid in binary mixture~or even in a one-component liq
uid! has not been carried out yet, we can draw some gen
conclusions from the structure of the equations.

Thus, we present here an analysis of the nonhydro
namic behavior of the rotational relaxation time/rotation
diffusion, within the mode coupling theoretical framewor
The analysis is qualitative, the aim here is to show that
logic behind the validity of the hydrodynamic theory in
one-component system cannot be extended to a binary
ture.

Let us assume thatrE(rE ,VE,t) denotes the position
rE , orientationVE , and time-dependent number density
the ellipsoid E at timet. r j (r j ,t) is the position- and time-
dependent density of the solventj, wherej represents both A-
and B-type of solvents.N(rE ,VE ,t) is the torque on a
tagged ellipsoid at (rE ,VE ,t). The expression of the torqu
is given by17

NE~rE ,VE ,t !5kBT¹VE(j
E dr j8

3CE j~rE2r j8 ,VE!dr j~r j8 ,t !, ~13!

CE j(rE2r j8 ,VE) is the angular direct correlation functio
between the ellipsoid E and the solventj.

The orientational friction can now be given by Kirk
wood’s formula, which expresses the friction as an integ
over the torque–torque time correlation function17

zR,rr5
1

2kBT
E

0

`

dt
1

4pVE drE dVE^NE~rE ,VE ,0!

•NE~rE ,VE ,t !&, ~14!

where^ . . . & involves averaging over the initial solvent co
figurations and also solvent dynamics when the position
the orientation of the solute probe are held fixed.

In the subsequent steps one writes the integral in
wave vector (k) space and expands the direct correlat
function in the spherical harmonics~in the framework where
k is taken parallel to thez axis!. Straightforward algebra
leads to the following expression of the torque:
-
r
-
o
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NE~rE ,VE ,t !5
1

~2p!3 (
lm

~¹VE
Ylm~VE!!

3(
j
E dk eik.rEClm

E j~k!dr j~k,t !,

~15!

where dr j (k,t) is the Fourier transform ofdr j (r j ,t)
5r j (r j ,t)2r0 j , wherer0 j is the average density of the so
vent j. Clm

E j(k) is the lmth coefficient in the spherical har
monic expansion of the direct correlation functio
CE j(k,VE) term, which is the Fourier transform ofC(rE

2r j8 ,VE). The above expression of torque is now subs
tuted in Eq.~14! to obtain the following expression for th
time-dependent friction:

zR,rr~ t !5
kBTrs

16p3 (
i , j

E
0

`

dk k2(
lm

l ~ l 11!

3Clm
Ei ~k!Clm

E j~k!Ax ix jFi j ~k,t !. ~16!

In the above expressionFi , j (k,t) is the dynamic structure
factor or the intermediate scattering function of the liquid,rs

is the density of the solvent, andx i is the mole fraction of
speciesi. We believe that the above expression of rotatio
friction in a binary mixture is presented for the first time ov
here.

A similar expression for the mode coupling part of th
viscosity in a binary mixture can also be written as5

hrr5
kBT

60p2 (
i , j

E
0

`

dq q4
Sii8 ~q!Sj j8 ~q!

Sii
2 ~q!Sj j

2 ~q!
E

th

`

dt Fi j
2 ~k,t !,

~17!

whereSii (q) andSii8 (q) are the static structure factor and i
derivative, respectively.th is the characteristic time for the
Gaussian decay of the binary viscosity.

The above two expressions take simpler forms in a o
component system.18,19 An analysis of the recovery of the
hydrodynamic condition for a one-component system
been presented recently.18 In a dense liquid, most of the con
tribution to the wave vector integration comes from the
termediate regime where the static structure factor of
liquid, S(q), has a sharp peak. In this region, the dynam
structure factor or the intermediate scattering functio
F(k,t), of a neat liquid is diffusive in nature and can b
given by the following simple expression:

F~k,t !5S~k!exp~2D0k2t/S~k!!. ~18!

This equation, when substituted in the expression of ro
tional friction, zR , for a one-component liquid yields th
following expression for the friction:

zR,rr5
kBTrs

16p3D0
E

0

`

dk S~k!(
lm

l ~ l 11!Clm
2 ~k!. ~19!

This equation can be recast in the following form:

tRD05
rs

32p3E0

`

dk S~k!(
lm

l ~ l 11!Clm
2 ~k!. ~20!
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This expression has the nice feature that the terms on
right-hand side are purely static and determined by local c
relations. Here,D0 is the translational diffusion of the so
vent molecules.

With the same diffusive assumption for the dynam
structure factor, one can show that the collective part of v
cosity is related to translational diffusion by the followin
relation:

D0h5
kBT

120p2E0

`

dk k2@S8~k!/S~k!#2S~k!. ~21!

From Eqs.~20! and ~21!, D0 can be eliminated and th
inverse proportionality betweentR andh can be established

A similar analysis for the binary system needs the
pressions for theFi j (k,t). Approximate expressions for th
dynamic structure factors are available. Even these appr
mate expressions have complex dependence onDA andDB .
Thus, the producttRh cannot be expressed in terms of sta
quantities alone. Moreover, diverse length and time scale
present in Eqs.~16! and ~17!. Given the diversity of the
system, it is naive to expect the presence of such sim
proportionality betweentR andh.

A one-loop calculation of the binary viscosity within th
mode coupling theoretical framework already exists.5 These
calculations could explain the nonideal composition dep
dence of the viscosity. A similar full MCT calculation of th
rotational friction should be able to explain the re-entran
This is a nontrivial calculation and remains an exercise to
addressed in the future. Our aim here was to show t
just from the expressions of rotational friction and viscos
in binary mixture, it can be argued that there exists no s
ple proportionality betweentR andh as predicted by hydro
dynamics.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article we presented computer simulation stud
and mode coupling theoretical analysis of the orientatio
relaxations in binary mixtures, with an aim to understand
re-entrant type behavior observed by Beddardet al.3 when
the orientational correlation function is plotted against v
cosity. As we noted earlier, this interesting problem h
drawn surprisingly little attention from theoreticians. As co
rectly discussed by Beddardet al.3 and emphasized by
Fleming,4 the orientation relaxation of a solute probe in
binary mixture is determined by many factors and viscos
ceases to be the unique determinant.

We have performed isothermal–isobaric (NPT) MD
simulations of isolated Gay–Berne ellipsoids in bina
Lennard–Jones mixtures. From this study, we have propo
different model systems which show the anomalous visco
dependence of orientational relaxation time, similar to t
observed in the experiments.3,4 t2R , when plotted againsth
by varying the composition of the solvent, shows a
entrance. Our study suggests that this re-entrant type be
ior could be a general feature of orientational relaxations
binary mixtures. The three different models presented h
are examples of the kind of systems where thet2R of the
ellipsoid when plotted againsth will show such re-entran
type behavior. This anomalous viscosity dependence of
he
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rotational relaxation time cannot be explained only in ter
of the nonideality in viscosity. The solute–solvent intera
tions play a key role. If the difference in the interactions
the solute with the two species in the solvent is not lar
then the re-entrance will be sharp~as shown in Fig. 5! and
similar interactions of the solute with the two different sp
cies will lead to DSE type behavior.

A qualitative mode coupling theoretical analysis of t
nonhydrodynamic behavior has also been presented.
have argued that because of the complex structure of
rotational relaxation time and the viscosity, in a binary m
ture, a simple proportionality between them does not exi

Further, note that the response of a binary mixture to
external probe is sensitive to the composition fluctuati
particularly when the solute–solvent interaction is differe
for the two species. Thus, the spatial and dynamical corr
tions of such fluctuations could be of importance. Our p
liminary study shows that in a neat binary mixture the c
relation length of composition fluctuation is less than 3s.
Dynamical correlation of a binary mixture at short leng
scale is yet to be studied in detail. In the mode coupl
theory these static and dynamical correlations of the com
sition fluctuation are taken into account through the wa
number and frequency-dependent dynamic structure fact

Here, we would like to mention an interesting pheno
enon observed in the study of the orientational relaxati
The orientational correlation function for ellipsoids with a
pect ratio 2, atxA50 and even foreEB50.7, was found to be
oscillatory with an initial Gaussian part. This free-rotor-lik
behavior is usually expected in the gas phase but not
liquid at reduced density 0.8~which is typical of normal
liquids!. To analyze this surprising phenomenon we ha
simulated the radial distribution function,gEB(r ) and found
that it does not have any structure. It starts from zero, t
slowly rises, and eventually at large ‘‘r’’ saturates at 1. Due
to the absence of any solvent structure around the solute
density contribution to the friction is small, although the de
sity is above 0.8. The binary contribution to the friction
even smaller because of a combined effect of this radial
tribution function and small value of the specific interactio
Thus, the small friction at short and intermediate time lea
to the free-rotor-like behavior.

The relevance of the study of orientational dynamics
binary mixtures goes beyond the observed re-entrance.
entational relaxation in a binary mixture is particularly re
evant when one or both of the constitutes are dipolar. Bin
mixtures are also known to be potential glass formers. T
orientational dynamics of the solute can be used as a prob
study the heterogeneous dynamics in supercooled bin
mixture. This is an interesting problem and work in this d
rection is in progress.
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